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THE PROBLEM AREA

In Part I-B, three types of networks were identified:

commercial, cooperative,and user-oriented. It is the last

which is of long-range interest to IIASA. A possible fourth

type--database networks--althoughof great interest to IIASA,

need not be consideredseparatelyfor the problem discussed

here.

The usual arrangementfor a commercial network permits

many users to connect to a single central computing system

and to utilize whatever servicesit provides. One of these

services is the ability for one user to send messagesto any

other user who is on-line. This is frequently extendedto

provide a "mail-box" function for users not on-line at the

time, and also to broadcastmessagesto all users or to leave

"mail" for all users, or for all users of a group. The

important point to note is that these servicesare functions

of the central computing system.

In a cooperativenetwork, the user first accessesthe

network and then, with network protocols, connectsto a

particular central computing system. From then on, the

situation is no different from a commercial system. The

network's central control systemmay have a limited ability

to broadcastemergencymessages,but users can only communicate

with other users on the same central computing system.

In a user-orientednetwork, the above arrangementnegates

one of the principal purposesof the network, i.e. the ability

for users to communicateeasily with one another even though

they may be using different central computing systemsor even

none at all. In order to analyse this problem easily, we need

to invent some succinct symbology. Abbreviations and symbolic

geometrical forms will serve to begin with, as shown in

Figure 1.



THE PTIOELEM AS SEEN IN AN ｅｘｔｅｾｓｉｏｎ OF

CONVENTIONAL NETWORKS

Figure 2 shows part of a possible network. For the

present, assumeonly one central computing system, SY8 I,

which has a high-capacitymodem MOD I. There may be users

connectedlocally as shown by 81 and 52. 81 and 82 can

communicatewith each other through 8Y8 I 1n standardfashion.

One of the high-capacityports of MOD I connectsto a

distant concentrator,CON 1, in Region 1, via high-capacity,

dedicatedlines. CON 1 servesusers in two nearby areas,

Area A and Area B.

In a conventionalcommercial network, the grouping

computersGRP A and GRP B would not exist; direct telephone

connectionswould be made on demand from users AI, A2, A3,

Bl, B2, B3 to CON 1. The printer at A3 and the tape unit

at A2 would probably be run off separatelines when needed.

Printers are often connectedover long distancesvia standard

long-distancetelephonecalls. (At least this is true in the

US.) However, frequently, dedicatedlines are used and, for

high speedoperation, higher capacity lines are needed.

In a cooperativenetwork, something like the grouping

computersare used when a using organizationhas a number of

terminals in a single building or complex. However, the

purposeof these units is to localize certain network functions

and not to handle either computing tasks for the attached

terminals or communicationbetween them.

In a user-orientedsystem, the grouping computersmust

handle more complex network tasks and also duplicate (or

better, replace) certain functions of a central computing

system, particularly inter-usercommunication. Conceivably,

this could be done at the concentratorlevel, but, in either

case the concentratorsmust have additional switching logic

over what is required in a commercial network. In a

conventionalarrangement,CON I is only concernedwith
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identifying messagesbetween each of its attachedterminals

and the central system, and routing them accordingly. The

function of the grouping computerschangesthis considerably.

SupposeGRP A has the ability to forward messagesbetween

any of its terminals and SYS I (i.e. via CON 1) and also,

intermixed with these, messagesamong its terminals. GRP B

can do the same for Bl, B2, B3. Now, if Al wants to send

a messageto B2, GRP A must recognize this and route the

messageto GRP B but again via CON 1. Hence, CON 1 must know

the difference between a messagefrom GRP A for SYS I and

from GRP A for GRP B.

Now supposethere is another concentratorCON 2 in a

Region 2 with an attachedgroup GRP C: Cl, C2, C3. If Al

wants to send a messageto Cl, GRP A must route this to CON 1.

If lines exist betweenCON 1 and CON 2, then CON 1 must

recognize the routing from CON 1 to CON 2 for forwarding to

GRP C and Cl. If such lines do not exist, the messagemust

be sent to SYS I for retransmission. However, since the

messageoriginated as an inter-terminal message (AI and/or

Cl may not even be logged in to SYS I), this creates

imponderablequestionswith respectto SYS I, CON 1 and

CON 2. Note that some of the same problems exist with

respectto Sl and S2.

RESTRUCTURING OF THE NETWORK; A NODE-------
IDENTIFICATION SCHEME

Considering the above analysis, the most sensible

arrangementappearsto be to have lines connectingall

concentrators(not in all combinations) and to regard the

concentratorsas belonging to the network, not the central

system. This has the further advantagethat not all

concentratorsneed to have lines to the central system,

and conversely, different concentratorscan connect to

different central computing systems. Furthermore, the CONs

and GRPs are inherently the same kinds of devices, differing
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only in line and switching capacity.

Figure 3 shows a user-orientednetwork such as IIASA

might create. A new type of node is introduced, the gateway:

j--\
GWY ( /

\ __....- '-'-

This is a system which is a SYS on two different networks.

Connectionsbetweenusers on different networks are possible

via a GWY but not with the same flexibility as within a

network.

Every messagemust now carry "to" and "from" addresses.

For simplicity and illustration only, let us use the following

identification scheme.

Maximum of 26 CONs: A, B, ... , Z

Maximum of 26 GRPs/CON: a, b, ... , z

Maximum of 99 (TER,PRT,TAP,RDR)s/GRP: 01,02,... ,99

Maximum of 9 SYSs/CON: 1,2, . . . , 9

Thus all terminals have a 4-characteraddresswhich

identifies the GRP to which they are attachedand the CON

to which the GRP is attached, for example:

Ac21 is TER 21 on GRP c of CON A.

Zero can be used for special situationsamong CONs and GRPs,

e.g. :

AbOO is GRP b on CON A

AOOO is CON A itself

Systems (including GWYs) require only a 2-character

addresssince they are always attachedto CONs. However,

a SYS might include several software systemsor operating

modes which can be identified by the extra two characters.

Thus,

B100 is SYS 1 attachedto CON B

B1CM might be the conversationalmonitor systemon B100
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The distinction between a CON and a GRP may sometimes

evaporate. This can occur in two ways: either TERs (or

PRTs, TAPs, RDRs) may be attacheddirectly to a CON; or, a

GRP may play the role of a CON. In the first case, either

o or some special letter can be used for the secondaddress

position. In the secondcase, the GRP must be elevatedto

the rank of a CON and then the convention above applied.

A more difficult situation exists for terminal equipment

attacheddirectly to a SYS. In this case, it may be necessary

to go through SYS to communicatewith them, probably at a

different level of protocol. Something similar to this will

almost certainly be required for communicationto a unit on

a different network via a GWY.

FUNCTIONS OF GRPs AND CONs; PROTOCOLS

AND IDENTIFIERS

We can now describethe required functions of GRPs and

CONs and the nature of network protocols and messageidentifiers.

No attempt will be made to describethese down to the

transmissionor line-signal level. It is assumedthat this

has been worked out. Likewise, there is no consideration

here of routing--which is assumedfixed--or of line-switching

versus packet-switching. In fact, packet switching is

assumedin the sequel but the usual form of packet-switching

analysis appearsincompatible with interactive network usage,

or, at least, extremely inefficient and frustrating.

A messageunit of, say, 256 charactersis extremely long for

interactive use. Frequently, responsesconsist of no more

than half a dozen characters(sometimesonly one!) and it

is virtually impossible to input more than 80 charactersor

get back more than 120 at a terminal.

Assume GRP-a attachedto CON-b is in operation. When

first broughton-line GRP-a must query CON-B to see if it is in

operation and remember the answer. (Whenever CON-B comes

up or goes down, all its GRPs which are in operationmust

be signal.) Now supposeTER Ba12 is turned on (dialed-up
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or whatever). It may be necessaryfor Ba12 to identify

itself since it may be connectedto a port at GRP-a in some

random fashion. However, we will assumethis has been done

and that GRP-a knows that Ba12 is active and on which line.

The first thing that GRP-a must do is require Ba12 to

give a userid, password, and possibly an account number.

Note that these do not belong to the terminal Ba12 but to

the human user at the terminal. GRP-a must record this

current relationship in a list of active users. Note also

that this decentralizesaccessto the network since user

identification is at a local level. The implications of

this arrangementneed considerablestudy since it is

decidedly different from that of conventionalnetworks in

which a user is recognizedno matter where and from what

equipmenthis log-in originates.

Once the identification protocols are satisfactorily

completed, if CON-B is not up, then GRP-a should immediately

notify Ba12 since it severely limits network usage. If Ba12

persists, then he (i.e the user at Ba12) can only communicate

with other Bann terminals who may be on-line.

Supposenow CON-B is up and Ba12 wishes to communicate

with a user on a different GRP. Supposethis second user

is actually on-line at BclS. Neither the user at Ba12, nor

GRP-a, nor (probably) CON-B knows this; only GRP-c knows it.

But to get to GRP-c we need the addressBcOO. Hence it is

clear that the userid'smust be coded in the same style as

TERs but distinguishabletherefrom. If we use two letters

in the last two positions--AA to ZZ--then as many as 676

human usersmay have accountsat any GRP, which should be

sufficient. Hence the user at Ba12 might be identified as

BaJS. The user he wishes to contactmight be BcHB. Only

at the local GRP level does BcHB get translatedto BclS

and BaJS to Ba12. This also indicates a way to relax the

identification protocol restrictions.
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SupposeBaJS is visiting BcHB and wants to log-in at

BcIS. GRP-c can query GRP-a (if CON-B and GRP-a are up) to

see if BaJS is an authorizeduser. If this is allowed, then

a GRP's active list may contain userid'swhich do not belong

to it and terminal assignmentswhich are not hooked to it.

The latter occurs because,in the example above, GRP-a should

be notified that BaJS is at BclS so any messagesfrom other

users may be forwarded. The extent to which such temporary

exchangescan be permitted may have to be limited, since it

may use up extra storageat the GRPs. However, this is not

the case if each GRP has room to record a terminal against

each of its users and a user against each of its terminals.

Processingtime may increasesince, in some situations, a

"foreign" user must be searchedfor in the list of terminals

rather than directly addressedin the list of local users.

Still, this extra work is relatively trivial. More serious

is the extra work in retransmittingmessagesand the extra

loads on transmissionlines. However, this situation only

ariseswith inter-terminal messagesand not with TER-SYS

messages(discussedin Part III).

One other requirementmust be noted in connectionwith

the above. If a GRP receives a messagealready addressedto

a terminal, rather than a user, it must simply pass it

through, perhapsafter some checking. For if GRP-a receives

a roessagefor BaJS who is temporarily at BcIS, GRP-a must

retransmit it with the addressBclS and not BaJS (which would

cause it to be sent back again). This can lead to confusion

in caseswhere GRP-c has gone down and come back up and BaJS

has moved to another terminal. Such confusion can be avoided

by putting secondaryaddresseson retransmittedmessages,

like a "care of." For example supposeAaWM working at Aall

sent a messageto BaJS who is temporarily at BcIS. The

following sequenceof identifications and transmissionswould

take place.
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1. AaOO receivesa 'messagefrom Aall addressed

to BaJS. It looks up Aall and finds that TER

ln use by AaWM. It then constructsthe "to/from"

identification BaJS/AaWM and sends the message

to AOOO.

2. AOOO receives the messagefrom AaOO addressed

to BaJS. AGOO must have a routing table to all

other CONs. It looks up BOOO and finds it is a

neighboring CON with a direct connection. Hence,

it forwards the messageto BOOO.

3. BOOO receivesthe messagefrom AOOO addressed

to BaJS. Since this is a user in one of its

own GRPs, it forwards the messageto BaOO.

4. BaOO receives the messageand looks up JS.

This user exists but is currently on Bc15.

(If BaJS were unknown or not on any TER, BaOO

should send an appropriatemessageback to AaWM.)

BaOO changesthe to/from identification to

Bc15/BaJS/AaWM and sendsthemessageback to BOOO.

5. BOOO receives the messagenow addressedto Bc15.

Since this is a TER on one of its own GRPs, it

forwards the messageto BcOO.

6. BcOO receivesa messagefor Bc15. Since this

is a TER, not a user, it does two things:

a) It looks at the next section of the

addressand finds BaJS.

b) It looks up Bc15 and finds it in use

by BaJS.

Since the userid'smatch, BcOO sends the message

to Bc15 as corning from AaWM.

If BclS is not in use by BaJS, BcOO must look

through its TER list to see if BaJS is there.
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If it is, say at Bc12, then BcOO does two things:

a) Sends a messageto Bc12 as coming

from AaWM.

b) Sends a messageto BaOO to correct

its list for BaJS.

If BaJS is not at any TER hooked to BcOO, BcOO again

does two things:

a) Sends an appropriatemessageto AavM.

b) Sends a messageto BaOO to correct

its list for BaJS.

Note that all the above actions are completely

deterministic and can be readily flow-charted for CON

and GRP control programs.

Although not previously mentioned, it will become

evident in Part III that inter-terminal (user-user)messages

must be specially flagged at the GRP level, that is, something

like an ATTN key from TER to GRP is required to initiate

such messages. The reason is that, in normal interactive

use between a TER and a SYS, all unflaggedmessagesfrom

the TER must be assumeddestinedfor the SYS. The reverse

is unnecessary.

EXTENSION TO BROADCAST AND MAIL-BOX SERVICE

The extensionof the above scheme for broadcasting

messagesis trivial. One obvious expedient is to reserve,

say, the identification z and 99 to mean "all GRPs" and

"all TERs," respectively. This is not appropriateat the

CON level unless there is a predeterminedsequencingsince

the messagemight circulate through the network indefinitely.

However, either such a sequencingcan be defined or a message

for the entire network can be duplicated for each CON.
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A more important considerationis that of authority

to broadcastmessages. It may be inappropriateto allow

any user to broadcastto all others. Perhapsa user can

broadcastto all users in his group. It may be necessaryto

have a monitoring user assignedto each GRP and each CON.

Then the network might allow a GRP monitor to broadcastto

all GRPs under the same CON, and a CON monitor to broadcast

to any other CON. Such policies need not be formulated here;

it is clear the identification schemeprovides sufficient

flexibility to implement them.

The matter of mail-box service has two requirements.

First, an additional addressingflag is needed to indicate

that a messagewhich is not immediately deliverable should

be held some predeterminedlength of time. If the user logs

in during this period, the messageis delivered. Second,

storage is required for held messages. The obvious place

to do this is in the GRP to which the user belongs. The

feasibility of this dependson the storagecapacity of

the grouping computers. The options for grouping computers

and other non-network functions which they might perform will

be the subject of a later discussion.



TER

RDR

PRT

TAP

MOD

CON

SYS

GRP
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A remote'terminalwith keyboard input
and either typed or video-display
output. TER is also used generically
for RDR, PRT or TAP.

A remote card reader. It may also be
a card punch. If this distinction is
important, it is denoted by RDR/PUN.

A remote line printer.

A remote tape unit.

A telecommunicationmodem. For any
remote unit, a MOD is implied, even
if not explicityly shown (as it
usually will not be). In a portable
terminal, it is built into the terminal.

A concentrator.

\1 A central computing system

I
I

A grouping computer. May also imply
the terminals hooked to it, when their
distinction is unimportant.

FIGURE 1. AN INITIAL SET OF SYMBOLS
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FIGURE 2. NODES IN A PARTIAL NETWORK
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